"What got my attention is that, according to the reports, Yogi took
seven hours to sink," Gargiulo says. "Most of the time when vessels
sink, they go down fast. Seven hours from the time of the first distress
call is a long time for a boat to sink. So it is possible that it started
to take on water and then the crew did the proper tiling, wllich is
to make Yogi watertight. That may be what kept them afloat for so
long: And if tl1at's what they did, then I wouldn't be surprised if
the boat was broken in half on the bottom. If tl1ose compartments
were made watertight and were full of air as she sank, witl1 the
water pressure crushing into the hull, then the trapped air wants to
get out like [air in] a balloon tl1at has been popped. It's going to
find sometlllng, anytlling - a crack, a loose bolt - and rip it wide
open like a bomb going off. Then it becomes like dynanlite going off
all around the boat, with tl1e air
expanding, as it gushes back up to
tl1e surface. T here must have been
a mag~llficent water show, because
when that air bubble finally hit
tl1e swface fi·om a tl1ousand feet
down, it could've been tl1e size of
a city block."
The sinking of Yogi left
yachting insiders stunned around
the globe. It's not just that she
was a brand-new megayacht,
barely a year old, but also that
she had gathered accolades like a pampered kid gets gifts on
Christmas morning. H er early honors included being named
Most Innovative Yacht of the Year for 2011. At the moment she
sank, she was a fin alist for the title Best Motoryacht in the 2012
World Superyacht Awards. During her first year on the wate 1~
many brokers heralded her as the fin est new charter yacht in the
world. Clients eagerly booked a single week on board at a weekly
base rate of about a half-million dollars through Burgess Yachts,
wanting to spend some time relaxing in the infinity swimming pool
on Yogi's afterdeck.
Yogi also was a calling-card megayachtfor Proteksan-Tu rquoise,
which has spent years working to prove that a Turkish sllipyard
can meet the same standards of quality as the best builders in the
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world. Yogi had a steel hull, was classed
to international standards by a leading
society called the American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS), and was certified in
compliance by yet another respected
agency known as the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (M CA). H er naval
architecture and construction quality
had the same stamps of approval that
yachts receive coming out of top yards
in Holland, Italy and Ameri ca. H er
French owner proudly touted the fact
that Yogi, instead of having a flag of
conveni ence, was the first megayacht
ever to fly the colors of his homeland in
Western Europe.
Early reports of Yogi's sinking were
tlms met with incredulity. Many people
thought tl1e Internet video was a sick
joke, something concocted by a clever
artist with a model boat and a bathtub.
T hen the confirmations started coming, including from Capt. j ean
Louis Carrel and Mehmet K arabeyoglu, the head of ProteksanTurquoise itself. One of the earliest details confirmed that Yogi had
received work at the shipyard just a few days earlier.
Carrel told the H ellenic Coast Guard that Yogi experienced
mechanical problems with the exhaust system. His statement
implied an ultimate loss of propulsion, which would be a death
knell for m any vessels after seven hours of being tossed about in
25-foot seas. After that news became public, K arabeyoglu stated
that the yacht had been in the shipyard primarily to be repainted and that the only mechanical work on the twin Caterpillar 3512Bs
was routine service. Karabeyoglu also noted that Yogi took seven
hours to sink and speculated that she could have been saved. In

The depth of the water is everything. It
really compounds the expense. If they can
get to the Titanic, then we can get to any
vessel, but with deeper saturation dives
it can be a million dollars to even try to
salvage the vessel. And you don't even
know if it's going to work.
the earliest days after th e loss, even the information coming from
key sources seemed fraught with confusion and questions.
T he shock stemmed in part from th e fact that popular,
publicly promoted megayachts with busy charter programs
rarely sink. T he two losses in recent memory were th e I 70-foot
Dutch-built Nadine and the 145-foot D enison Miss Titrnberry,
but they both sank back in the 1990s - and insiders with longenough memories know they were far from being brand-new.
The combination of Yogi's youth, her many accolades, her
Turkish heritage, her internation al classifications, her unusual
flag state, the recent yard period and the Force 8 weather has
led to countless questions about what went wrong. The question
remains: How could this happen?
www .yachti n g magazi ne . com

The people everyone is turning to for answers are men
like Gargiulo, guys who get paid to solve puzzles lying deep
beneath the ocean's smface. While Yogi's eight crew members were
being interviewed, calls were also being placed to specialist divers,
licensed surveyors, marine attorneys and builders of deep-sea
reconnaissance vehicles.
Those experts may be able to determine not only what went
wrong during those seven early-morning hours on Feb. 17, but
also what might have been amiss long before she sank - even if
Yogi is never raised from her watery grave.

CREW AND LAWYERS
Of course, only Yogi's captain knows what he is experiencing
in the aftermath of such a spectacular sinking, but if anyone
has an insight into the captain's mind, it's a man named M ark
Elliott. Elliott, who is now a sales broker with International
Yacht Collection, was captain aboard Nadine when she sank off
the coast of Italy in june 1996. H e recalls with harrowing detail
how 30-foot seas punched through a wooden doghatch, smashed
the main-deck windows and allowed the sea to flood into the
companionways and staterooms.
M ost relevant, though, is Elliott's recollection of when he
called in the mayday. It was 6 o'clock at night - precariously
close to sunset, and th e storm was raging. "We were similar to Yogi
in that way because her mayday went out in the dark of night,
and the coast guard [alsoJ had to wait until sunrise to get the crew
off," Elliott says. "If they experienced the same thing leading up to
that point that we did, then I can say that there weren't too many
questions in the aftermath because all during the time from the
mayday and even before, everything was well documented. We
made the coast gu ard aware. We made th e insurance company

aware. We made the navy aware. Everyone was constantly asking
me questions throughout tl1e event, so by the time I was fin ally
pulled off the boat, there weren't many questions that hadn't
already been asked and answered."
T hat is, any questions about what happened in the hours of
th e actu al sinking. But there are plenty of questions, Elliott says,
to be asked about th e yacht's most recent survey, its stability
test, the logbook for crew drills, and whether ce rtain doors were
kept closed at sea.
Those are tl1e same types of questions that Michael M oore of
Moore & Company in Coral Gables, Florida, has - though he says
he would go back even further tl1an the most recent swvey, all the
way back to the yacht's original architectural drawings. Moore is a 30year veteran of marine law whose many credentials include se1ving as
director of the Miami-based Maritime Arbitration Board and being
elected chairman of the International Seakeepers Society. H e has
worked on numerous cases where things seemed fine on paper but
turned out to be far from it when naval architects, maTine engineers
and classification experts were held to scrutiny. T hose are the people
he immediately looks to question when a vessel sinks, in addition to
speaking with tl1e crew. Moore wants to know what the builder's hired
hands actually did during constTuction and maintenance, even if it
happened years before the mayday was issued.
"I had a fascinating case involving a newly delivered vessel from
a Dutch yard," Moore says. "The captain said the vessel was not
performing well on the way to the Mediterranean. He got to Gibraltar
and let it be known that in his view the vessel was unstable; something
was wrong. T he stabilizer people from tl1e yard came and took the
position tl1at the vessel was sound but the captain was unstable. The
captain left Gibraltar and headed west. H e got a few miles out, turned
around and came back - now everyone was mad at him for saying
something was wrong witl1 this brand-new Dutch-built vessel and tl1e

finger-pointing then commenced with gusto.
"We called the original manufacturer of the stabili zers and
insisted that it come to the yacht. To its credit, this guy shows
up wi th a little gyroscope and overrides tl1e installed gyro. H e
ilien goes to tl1e engine room and removes the panels over the
stabilize rs. He stands there like the Colossus of Rhodes facing aft
and simulates the yacht pitching and rolling. H e then announ ced,
'I see your trouble.' H e wasn't ve1y talkative but he said something
like 'The boat was reacting precisely ilie opposite of how it should
have been acting. They had the hoses reversed;' tl1en he walks off
... After that, the yacht performed much better. What's important
about [this] story is that the captain took incredible abuse from
the yard and to some extent from the owner for insisting that
something was wrong," Moore says. "People don't always take
warnings ]jke tl1e captain's seriously. In [tl1eir] view, the yacht had
come out of a Dutch yard and passed sea trials. End of story."
But it wasn't the end of the story.
Yogi could accommodate 12 guests in six staterooms, with more than
2,624 square feet of living space and 1,640 square feet of deck space.

SUN DECK

"On the otl1er side of the Atlantic, tl1e captain announced tl1at
sometlung was still wrong. vVe looked into it and determined tl1ere
was anotl1er problem. Even the inclining test had been poorly done.
The inc]jni.ng test is what determines the vessel's stability We learned
tl1at there was a holiday party at tl1e time it was petformed and the
senior arclutect who was supposed to have been involved in tl1e test
was not present. That's how we put two and two togetl1er. At tl1e end
of the day, what the captain perceived was both a stabilizer issue and
an inclining test badly performed. H e was tight and a whole bunch of
really red-faced people were just wrong."
After looking at classification and construction, M oore says,
the next trail he follows is that of the Aag state. With Yogi, the flag
state is France - which is unusual for a megayacht and therefore
will be of additional concern.
In particular, M oore says, he would look at what the flag state
requires in terms of crew. Yogi had a crew who were all French,
which is uncommon aboard a yacht her size. And again, she
was heralded as being the largest yacht ever to fly the nation's
flag, which means she was the first of her kind ever to complete
certain processes.
"vVhen you ge t a Aag, you are buyi ng into an entire regime
of law," Moore says. "Sometimes because of public po]jcy issues,
the requirements of tl1e regime actually make the vessel less safe.
Crew is ilie starting point for that. France has a storied maritime
tradition, it has a large commercial practice, and it has a huge
naval presence, but tlus was a highly soplusticated, computerdriven, state-of-ilie-art, high-end motoryacht. If you take a yacht
captain and put him on a fishing boat, he's going to be lost. If you
take a commercial fislung captain and put him on a yacht, it will
take lum a while to learn what he's doing. Now, I'm not in any way
disparaging ilie French, but tlUs is a reality tl1at will be looked at."
Interviews witl1 crew, naval architects and construction workers
can thus reveal a lot, and in some cases can determine what actually
went wrong. Yet, in truth, there is much more evidence to be fo und
aboard tl1e yacht itself, where investigators can oA:en determine
whether what iliey're being told on land was actually true at sea.

SURVEYORS AND DIVERS
UPPER DECK
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As of this writing, it is uncertain how deep the water is where Yogi
is lying in the Aegean Sea. Tests with sonar have yet to be done
or made public. H owever, a marine surveyor hired to investigate
the case said Yogi is believed to be some I ,300 to I ,600 feet down.
Those depths are significant - indicating that Yogi is beyond the
I , I 00-foot limit for commercial scuba diving.
"The deptl1 of the water is everything," says Gargiulo of
Commercial Diving Services. "It really compounds ilie expense.
If they can get to tl1e Titanic, then we can get to any vessel, but with
deeper saturation dives it can be a million dollars to even try to
salvage ilie vessel. And you don't even know if it's going to work. "
T he cost to recover and raise a 200-ton vessel from a depth
of 300 feet is several million dollars, Gargiulo says. Yogi's
displacement was more than 800 tons, and she may be lying
five times deeper. Wh ile it is technically possible to raise her,
those variables make it unlikely that an effort will be made.
T he expense-to-benefit ratio is high. Even intentional scuttlings
designed to discourage and prevent recovery, Garo-iulo says,
happen in half the depth in which Yogi is lying.
The onus of deciding whether to investigate under water lies
witl1 tl1e yacht's insurance company, says Richard Frenzel, a 40-year
www.yac ht i ng magazine .co m

veteran of the marine surveying business who owns Dixieland
Marine in La Grange, Texas, and is president of the National
Association of Marine Surveyors.
Surveyors will advise the insurance company about what can
be done and what it will likely cost to do it, but it is the insurance
underwriters who make the final determination about whether
anything actually happens.
"There's no rush on things like this," Frenzel says. "You got
the crew off. Everybody's safe. Now it's time to negotiate things
based on money, including whether it's worth it to even try to
determine what happened."
If Yogi's insurance company decides that it is either impossible
or too costly to send down human investigators, then the other
option is to rely on technology. ROVs (remotely operated
vehicles) are not commonly used in the yachting industry, but
they are an everyday presence with industries such as offshore
oil drilling and are now so sophisticated that they can operate
well within the limits of Yogi's estimated position, and at far less
expense than a squad of commercial divers.

HIGH TECH
AT LOW DEPTHS:
The ROV Options
Max Rover is the name of the "big vehicle"
at Deep Sea Systems in Falmouth,
M assachusetts. It's about the size of a Mini
Cooper, we ighs 3,000 pounds and ca n
work as far as 10,000 feet down. The wi nch
that lowers the Max Rover weig hs about
12,000 pounds and can be lowered from
a ship as sma ll as 80 feet, as long as the
deck space is available. For a cost of about
$300,000 - less than a sing le wee k of
charter aboard Yogi- Deep Sea Systems
will ship the whole setup wherever it needs
to be in the wo rld, get it onto whatever
launching vesse l the insurance co mpany
provides, and spend t wo weeks diving 12
hours a day on the wreck. Everything that
the Max Rove r's cameras see - in wide
angle, high definition and 3-D - gets
documented alongside sonar imagery
and with sti ll photographs.
" It's like looking out a brightly lit
window into the bottom of the ocean,"
says Eben Franks, who handles sa les and
marketing for Deep Sea Systems. "We
basica lly do a forensic examination of
what we can see on the outside of the hull
and superstructure ."
For an extra charge, the co mpany
offers a smaller vehicle that weig hs about
250 pounds and flies out of the larger
ROV once it reaches the wreck's depth.
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With an insurance claim likely to be in the tens of millions
of dollars for Yogi, the half-million bucks it would cost to send a
ROV team down (see "High Tech at Low D epths," below) might
seem like a good investment to investigators. And even if they
can't get inside the yacht's hull, they still can tell a lot about what
went on in the hours before she sank. For instance, ROV cameras
can determine whether the crew did what Gargiulo and many
others are speculating in terms of making Yogi watertight to keep
the yacht aflo at for seven hours after the initial distress call.
That would of course be just one piece of information in a
197-foot puzzle that is captivating the entire yachting industry,
but trained eyes can often determine far more if given the
chance. Many questions continue to swirl about what happened
to Yogi. They will be asked for months if not years to come. The
most important one right now, though, is whether the money will
get spent to try to answer them.
And the hard truth is that, even in the world of multimilliondollar megayachts, some of the most compelling questions are
sometimes not worth the cost to answer. 0

That smal ler ve hicle is about 30 inches
long, 20 inches wide and 20 inches tall. It
can penetrate a decent-size crack in the
wreck's hull and fly around inside the yacht
with cameras ready the entire time.
It is also possible to put a sma ll camera
on a ROV's arm - a camera the width of
a half-dollar - and peer into something
as small as an exposed through-hull
fitting . Other manipulator arms can hold
hydraulically powered t ools that drill
through a hull and poke around inside.
"Now, it would be $15 mil lion to $20
million, easy, to actually try to recover the
vessel," Franks says, "but you ca n go down
and do a forensi c exam ination with all of
these tools for about a minimum of $500,000
and leave the boat right where it is."
A similar in vestigation was done in
1997 by the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute on the 964-foot Derbyshire, a
British bulk-ore carrier that sank in 1980
about 400 miles off the Japanese island
Okina~a. Th at wreck was lying in about
14,000 feet of water. Investigators spent
52 days exploring with camera-equipped
ROVs and were able to generate more
than 137,000 digital images.
"What they did was take th ose images
and make a digital mosaic of the seafloor
and wreckage," Franks says. "They were
able to figure out from that mosaic the
way the vesse l sa nk. They co uld tell which
co mpartments had been flooded versus
which compartments we re full of air and
got crushed as the vessel was sinking. The
forward compartments didn't collapse
because they we re fl ooded, and they could

tell that by looking at the photomosaic."
It sounds like serious sleuthing, but
the science behind it is the same principle
that applies to basic scuba diving. Every
recreational diver is taught to rise slowly
from his deepest point in a dive, lest the air
in his lungs expand too quickly and create
a pulmonary embolism. Th is is the same
principle Geno Gargiulo, of Commercial
Diving Services, cites when describing a
massive air bubble that wou ld blast through
the water's surface as Yogi sank. If he and
other experts are right - if the crew made
the ship watertight and compartments were
filled with air as Yogi went down- then th e
ROVs would see evidence in the debris just
as they did on the Derbyshire.
" If Yogi had watertight doors, they should
have been closed," Franks says. " If they
weren't, then you ca n tell by looking at the
hull under water. So right there is a piece
of information about what happened. You
co uld tell whether the crew followed their
training and closed the watertight doors."
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